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It all started with 
this newspaper 

article…



…which led to this radio interview…



…which started the 
Critter of the Week 

radio show.
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Every week a new 
species was highlighted. 
Unfortunately, for many 
of these there was no 

easily-findable 
information online.



Luckily, I’m a 
Wikipedia editor.



I offered to work with other volunteers to make 
sure there was a reasonable Wikipedia article 

for each Critter each week.



This was much appreciated, and 
our Wikipedia efforts got regular 

coverage on the radio show.



We 
coordinated 
it all with a 

WikiProject. 
Now DOC 

and RNZ use 
this list and 
suggestions 
to help plan 
Critter of the 

Week.



Here’s an example: the NZ giraffe 
weevil, our longest beetle.
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Here’s what the page 
looked like before it was 
a Critter of the Week…



And here’s what 
it looks like now.



I encouraged one of the scientists 
studying giraffe weevils to review 
the article and leave suggestions 

on the Talk page.



We also organised an edit-a-thon to support the 
Insects of NZ Playing Cards project, to make sure 

there was an article for all 52 species featured.



Auckland, 3 Sept 2017
Participants included scientists, PhD and 

Master’s students, Wikipedia admins, and a 
high-school student interested in ants.
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For all these articles, getting 
good photos is the hardest part.



Luckily, NZ institutions Landcare Research and 
Auckland Museum have both started releasing 

photos under CC-BY licenses, and one volunteer 
has been moving them to the Commons,



As a result of all these projects, I am now 
applying for a WMF grant to build Wikimedia 

awareness with institutions throughout NZ and 
we can use Critter of the Week as an example.
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